North Harris Estate Maintenance Work
Some significant maintenance and repair work was carried out across the estate over the past six months. These
maintenance tasks are an important aspect of Trust work and ensures we can all continue to appreciate and enjoy
our natural environment and cultural heritage. As you may be aware North Harris is a big place so if you notice
any issues while you are out and about we appreciate people getting in touch to let us know.
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Steven strikes a pose after
installation of a brand new
interpretation panel at the
pier on Scalpaigh in June.

New handrails on an old bridge. This was
once the main road north from Tarbert and
now forms part of the Hebridean Way .

The view westwards from the summit of the Clisham, June 2020. An sealladh gus an iar bho mullach na beinne An Cliseam, Og mhìos 2020.

The Annual General Meeting of The North Harris Trust was held at the end of February. We reviewed the work which
had been undertaken during the previous year and looked forward to another busy year in which further progress
would be made. However, few people could have predicted that a few short weeks after the AGM, the whole world
would effectively grind to a halt. People would be predominantly confined to their own homes; people could not
meet with family and friends; and huge areas of business would cease to operate.

The replacement of the bridge at Gearraidh Lotaigear bridge in January 2020 after winter floods washed out stone abutments.

Other News
Bunavoneader Hydro Scheme Update
In the last newsletter we informed you of an opportunity for the Trust to buy back the Hydro-electric scheme at Bunavoneader. We have since been working with The West Harris Trust to bring two schemes into community ownership. Having engaged
advisors to value them in January, we went on to make an offer to purchase the Bunavoneader and Seilebost hydro schemes
jointly. This first offer and a subsequent higher offer were both rejected. The scheme owner has now invited other interested
parties to bid. We have the right to match any offer made, so will watch to see how things develop.

Inevitably, The North Harris Trust has been affected by the Covid 19 Pandemic. Although the Trust has suffered some
loss of income through the absence of tourists on the island, it is fortunate in that it has a wide range of income
sources and so the loss of revenue incurred will not be devastating. The outcome will be that The Trust will have less
money to invest in the local community this year and be unable to operate certain services such as Huisnis Gateway
and campervan facilities may remain closed for the rest of the season.
The phased relaxation of restrictions regarding the actions that people can undertake has led to a gradual increase in
activity, particularly in those activities which take place outdoors. Consequently, the amount of work for staff is also
increasing. It will be a long time before things return to what they were like before 'lockdown'; in fact, it is probably
unlikely that many aspects of life will ever return to the position we had just a few months ago. However, we hope
that the remainder of this year will be successful for the Trust and that it will continue to make visible improvements
within the North Harris community.
Calum Mackay, North Harris Trust Chairman

North Harris Community Recycling Site is back in business
On March 19th we received notification from the local authority, that the site must be closed in line with COVID-19 restrictions. The site remained closed for waste segregation for nearly three months. We are now however back in business,
but with restricted opening times and new ways of working. There are still issues with the turnover of skips, so we will not be
returning to normal operations for some time yet.
Whilst the gates were closed for waste segregation, we did manage to continue the Crofting Supplies business we run on the
same site. Opening for an hour a day, we have been supplying animal feeds and fencing materials (at a safe distance) to the
community throughout restrictions. The usual suppliers in Stornoway stopped delivering to Harris crofters in March. Having a
local feed stock running up to and through lambing time has been very well received. Fortuitously, we invested in a contactless payment machine in February. This has worked very well, with the majority of our transactions now moving from cash to
card. One surprise during lockdown has been the volume of compost we have sold. Lockdown seems to have turned many
Harris residents into keen gardeners!
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Cancelled Activities
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, many planned NHT led
activities were cancelled over the past few months.
This includes not only the summer Ranger guided
walks programme, but also volunteering weeks and
activities including programmes of tree planting,
beach cleaning and path work.
Most significantly, this year’s mountain festival—
Fèis nam Beann na Hearadh 2020— was unable to
go ahead. We hope to be able to reorganise the
event for 2021, conditions permitting.

Volunteering with the Trust

NHT Staff, Board and Members Updates
Gunnera

In February, Gordon Cumming resigned from the
NHT Manager post to take up a new opportunity
on the Rothiemurchus Estate, near Aviemore.
Gordon first joined the Trust in 2014 as Land
Manager and took up the role of Manager role in
2017. We would like to thank Gordon for his dedication and hard work during his time with us and
to wish him the very best for the future.

The non-native invasive species Gunnera
tinctoria, or “Giant Rhubarb” is continuing
to spread rapidly throughout Harris and is
threatening our crofts, gardens and native
habitats.

In April, Michael Hunter (right), who had previously been in post as the NHT Ranger, secured
the Manager post.

John Muir Trust Community Ranger
Clara Risi (left) was appointed to this new
John Muir Trust sponsored role in March
working between North Harris Trust, West
Harris Trust and Galson Estate Trust. It has
proven a challenging time to begin such a varied new job however Clara has taken the opportunity to get to know the area as well as
carry out some key habitat and species monitoring work.

The degree of funding available to deal
with the problem is unclear , and there may
not be enough to employ contractors this
year. However, we have found over previous seasons that volunteer effort can have
a significant impact and we now have a
tried and tested method for the control of
the species. Therefore, we are appealing
for community reports on the species distribution and also providing spraying equipment and herbicide free of charge for individuals to treat the plants in their locality.
For more information please see the dedicated page on our website and contact Steven at Urgha Depot on 01859 502314 if you
are able to lend a hand.

As mentioned above, although Covid-19 restrictions have
stopped the usual volunteering, along with so many other
activities, we would like to take this opportunity to thank all
those who have contributed to the work of NHT. This includes the dozens who were signed up for activities in Spring
2020 that were unable to go ahead.
Volunteering makes a significant contribution to the Trust,
the figures below show just what the volunteer effort in
North Harris over the last year has achieved — truly amazing!
Please consider whether you could volunteer with us as we
rely on volunteer support for many of our projects.
An Alder sapling planted only a few
months ago is already adding to
biodiversity in North Harris.

North Harris Trust Ranger
This post is currently vacant, however we
hope to be able to begin the recruitment process in the coming weeks. Please keep an eye
on our website and Facebook page for details.
(Below) A full trailer after a
great beach clean at Tràigh
Huisnis involving 17 volunteers
on a cold but bright Saturday
afternoon in February 2020.

Board Membership
Ian MacSween of Scaladale retired from the board earlier this year. Ian represented the community of Maraig/
Scaladale for over 10 years and we would like to thank him for the contribution he has made to the Trust. We
warmly welcome Paul Russ onto the board after his election as the new member for Maraig/Scaladale.
There remains a vacancy on the Trust board for a member representing Scalpaigh. If you are interested in our work
and would like to be more involved please contact info@north-harris.org for a nomination form.
Friends & Members Appeal
Given present challenges and opportunties the Trust will be entering into an internal review process over the
coming months as to how we put our aim into practice:
To achieve the regeneration and development of the North Harris community by managing the North Harris Estate
as an area of outstanding wild and rugged beauty, through local participation and working with other partners
where appropriate, all for the benefit of the local community and the wider public.
We will be consulting widely as part of this process and will particularly want to hear from NHT Friends and
Members so please ensure your contact details are up to date, and if you haven’t already done so consider
becoming either a Friend or Member as appropriate - please get in touch via email info@north-harris.org or phone
01895 502222 for more information.

A few of the 4000 Alder, Birch and Willow
saplings planted throughout the estate this
Spring, bursting into leaf in the sun beside
Abhainn Miabhaig.

